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GLOBAL DIMENSION FUNCTION, GEPNER EQUATIONS AND
q-STABILITY CONDITIONS
YU QIU
Abstract. We study the global dimension function gl. dim: C\StabD /Aut→ R≥0
on the quotient space of Bridgeland’s stability conditions on a triangulated category D
and Toda’s Gepner equation Φ(σ) = s ·σ for some σ ∈ StabD and (Φ, s) ∈ AutD×C.
We show that Kajiura-Saito-Takahashi’s solution σG of τ (σ) = (−2/h) · σ, for the
category of graded matrix factorization D∞(Q) = D
b(kQ) for a Dynkin quiver Q,
gives the unique minimal value 1− 2/h of gl. dim on C\StabD∞(Q)/Aut. Here τ is
the Auslander-Reiten functor and h is the Coxeter number. We also show that for
other acyclic quiver Q, the minimal value of gl. dim is 1.
Moreover, we calculate a class of Gepner points on Ikeda-Qiu’s space QStabsDX(Q)
of q-stability condition on the Calabi-Yau-X category DX(Q). Here QStabsDX(Q) is
defined by another Gepner equation X(σ) = s · σ.
Key words: global dimension function, Gepner equations, q-stability conditions
1. Introduction
A global dimension is a classical homological invariant of a ring/algebra. We in-
troduce the R≥0-valued global dimension function of a stability condition σ (on some
triangulated category) that measure how stable σ is. We initiate a systematic study of
such a function along with the closely related Gepner equation for stability conditions.
1.1. Motivation. In the joint works with Akishi Ikeda [IQ1], we introduce q-stability
conditions as the q-deformation of Bridgeland’s stability conditions on a class triangu-
lated category DX, whose Grothendieck group K(DX) is R
n for R = Z[q, q−1], where
the q-action on K(DX) is induced by a distinguished auto-equivalence X. Usually we
also compose the condition that X is the Serre functor. There are two main motivations
there:
1◦. To understand the relation between spaces of stability conditions (on Calabi-
Yau-∞ and Calabi-Yau-N Dynkin categories D∞ and DN ) and the Frobenius-
Saito structure on the unfolding space of the corresponding singularity, cf. [I,
BQS].
2◦. To understand the relation between the works of Bridgeland-Smith and Haiden-
Katzarkov-Kontsevich that realize spaces of stability conditions as quadratic
differentials. The categories above appear in the homological mirror symmetry
setting as (different types of) Fukaya categories.
Two important things in the definition/construction of q-stability condition in [IQ1] are
the Gepner equation and the global dimension function respectively.
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1.2. Gepner equations for stability conditions. For DX, the original space StabDX
of stability conditions is an infinite dimensional complex manifold. By choosing a com-
plex parameter s ∈ C and composing the condition/equation X(σ) = s · σ, we obtain a
complex manifold QStabsDX of dimC = n that behaves like a usual space of stability
condition on a triangulated category whose Grothendieck group is Zn.
Such type of equations appeared in Toda’s work [To1, To2, To3], which was for finding
a stability condition with a symmetrical property. His motivation is coming from the
study of Donaldson-Thomas invariant, in particular for B-branes on Landau-Ginzburg
models associated to a superpotential. The categories are triangulated categories of
(graded) matrix factorizations D = HMF(f) (that triangle equivalent to singularity
categories by the work of Orlov [Or]). The space StabD of stability conditions on
HMF(f) should correspond to the stringy Ka¨hler moduli space. A Gepner point in
StabD, by definition is a solution of the Gepner equation
Φ(σ) = s · σ
for some σ ∈ StabD and (Φ, s) ∈ AutD×C, which is an orbifold point inC\StabD /Aut.
Toda constructs the central charge of a conjectural Gepner point σG for D = HMF(f)
and proves Conjecture 4.3 in various cases in Toda’s work.
In the Dyknin case, i.e. when HMF(f) is derived equivalent to the bounded derived
category D∞(Q) : = D
b(Q) of a Dynkin quiver Q, Kajiura-Saito-Takahashi [KST] has
constructed the Gepner point (before Toda introduces Gepner equations). This stability
condition σG is natural to be considered in the case of matrix factorizations. σG is the
most stable stability condition on StabD∞(Q), in the sense that
• σ is totally stable, i.e. every indecomposable object is stable.
• the phases between stable objects spread out evenly.
The notion of totally stable is related to a conjecture of Reineke, cf. [Q1, § 7.4]. In
the Dynkin case, σG corresponds to a product that calculates the quantum dilogarithm
identity (Donaldson-Thomas type invariant) with maximal terms. It would be inter-
esting to calculate all possible Gepner points, say in the case when D = D∞(Q). For
instance, when the parameter s in (Φ, s) is zero, such Gepner points should correspond
to stability conditions for the specie Qι, obtained from Q by folding (cf. [Q3] and is
related to numerical stability conditions).
1.3. Global dimension for stability conditions. In the construction of q-stability
conditions in [IQ1], we introduce a function
gl.dimP = sup{φ2 − φ1 | Hom(P(φ1),P(φ2)) 6= 0}
on (the slicing of) a stability condition σ = (Z,P). When
H = modA, for D = Db(A),
is concentrated in one phase P(φ0) and P(φ) vanishes if φ− φ0 /∈ Z, we have
gl.dimP = gl.dimH(= gl.dimA).
Thus the function gl.dim can be regarded as a R-generalization of global dimension on
stability conditions.
We have the following observations/results (and comments).
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Proposition 3.5: gl.dim σ ≤ 1 if and only if a stability condition σ is totally semistable.
This reflects that fact that gl.dim captures the wall crossing (i.e. when the num-
ber of stable objects changes) phenomenon.
Theorem 4.6: Kajiura-Saito-Takahashi’s solution σG of Toda’s Gepner equation for
D = D∞(Q) is the unique minimal value of the function gl.dim on C\StabD∞(Q).
We believe gl.dim measures how stable a stability condition is. Also, gl.dim
has a unique ‘critical’ point σG, which is compatible with the contractility of
StabD∞(Q) in [QW].
Moreover, gl.dimσG = 1− 2/h is in fact an interesting value, where h is the
Coxeter number. Together with the next result, they reflect a close relation
between gl.dim and the entropy of the Serre functor (in the acyclic quiver case),
which was introduced and calculated by [DHKK, § 2.6].
Theorem 5.2: The range of gl.dim on C\StabD∞(Q) is [1,+∞) for an acyclic non-
Dynkin quiver Q.
Corollary 3.8: The function gl.dim is constant and equals N when D is a Calabi-
Yau-N category. This fact reflects the symmetry of Calabi-Yau property and is
closely related to the key result in [IQ1] (Theorem 6.3) of constructing q-stability
conditions.
Theorem 6.10: We show that, for each Lagrangian immersion L : D∞(Q) → DX(Q),
σG in StabD∞(Q) induces a Gepner point σ
L
G,s in the s-fiber QStabsDX(Q) of
the space of q-stability condition on the Calabi-Yau-X categories DX(Q) asso-
ciated to Q. Note that these Gepner points correspond to the same orbitfold
point in the orbitfold C\QStabsDX(Q)/Aut.
When specifying s = N for an integer N ≥ 2, we obtain a Gepner point in
C\StabDN (Q)/Aut for the Calabi-Yau-N category DN (Q) associated to Q.
Finally, we list a couple of questions in the last section providing potential interest-
ing further direction of the study of globally dimension function and Toda’s Gepner
equations.
Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Tom Bridgeland, Akishi Ikeda, Bernhard
Keller, Alastair King, Kyoji Saito, Yukinobu Toda and Yu Zhou for inspirational discus-
sions. The idea was developed when I visited IPMU, Tokyo University in March∼April
2018. This work is supported by Hong Kong RGC 14300817 (from Chinese University
of Hong Kong).
2. Gepner equation for stability conditions
2.1. Bridgeland stability conditions. Following Bridgeland [B1], we recall the no-
tion of stability conditions on triangulated categories. Throughout this paper, we as-
sume that D is a triangulated category with Grothendieck group K(D) ∼= Zn for some
n. Denote by IndD be the set of (isomorphism classes of) indecomposable objects in
D.
Definition 2.1. Let D be a triangulated category. A stability condition σ = (Z,P)
on D consists of a group homomorphism Z : K(D) → C called the central charge and
a family of full additive subcategories P(φ) ⊂ D for φ ∈ R called the slicing satisfying
the following conditions:
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(a) if 0 6= E ∈ P(φ), then Z(E) = m(E) exp(ipiφ) for some m(E) ∈ R>0,
(b) for all φ ∈ R, P(φ+ 1) = P(φ)[1],
(c) if φ1 > φ2 and Ai ∈ P(φi) (i = 1, 2), then HomD(A1, A2) = 0,
(d) for 0 6= E ∈ D, there is a finite sequence of real numbers
φ1 > φ2 > · · · > φl (2.1)
and a collection of exact triangles
0 = E0 // E1
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎
// E2
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎
// . . . // Em−1 // El
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆
A1
\\✿
✿
✿
✿
A2
\\✿
✿
✿
✿
Al
__❄
❄
❄
❄
= E
with Ai ∈ P(φi) for all i.
Nonzero objects in P(φ) are called semistable of phase φ and simple objects in P(φ)
are called stable of phase φ. For semistable object E ∈ P(φ), denote by φσ(E) : = φ
its phase.
For a stability condition σ = (Z,P), we introduce the set of semistable classes
Css(σ) ⊂ K(D) by
Css(σ) := {α ∈ K(D) | there is a semistable object E ∈ D such that [E] = α }.
We always assume that our stability conditions satisfy the following condition, called
the support property [KS]. Let ‖ · ‖ be some norm on K(D) ⊗ R. A stability condition
σ = (Z,P) satisfies the support property if there is a some constant C > 0 such that
C · |Z(α)| > ‖α‖
for all α ∈ Css(σ).
There is a natural C-action on the set Stab(D) of all stability conditions on D, namely:
s · (Z,P) = (Z · e−ipis,PRe(s)),
where Px(φ) = P(φ+x). There is also a natural action on Stab(D) induced by Aut(D),
namely:
Φ(Z,P) =
(
Z ◦Φ−1,Φ(P)
)
.
2.2. Gepner equation. Following Toda [To1], we introduce Gepner equation on space
of stability conditions.
Definition 2.2 (Toda). A Gepner equation on StabD is
Φ(σ) = s · σ, (2.2)
where (Φ, s) ∈ AutD×C.
A Gepner point is a solution of some Gepner equation, which is an oribfold point of
C\StabD /Aut.
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3. Global dimension functions
3.1. Global dimension functions. Motivated by the study of Calabi-Yau-X cate-
gories and q-stability conditions in [IQ1], we introduce a function on (the quotient
spaces of) spaces of stability conditions, as the R-generalization of usual notion of global
dimension for algebras/abelian categories.
Definition 3.1 (Global dimension). Given a slicing P on a triangulated category D.
Define the global dimension of P by
gl.dimP = sup{φ2 − φ1 | Hom(P(φ1),P(φ2)) 6= 0} ∈ R≥0 ∪ {+∞}. (3.1)
For a stability conditions σ = (Z,P) on D, its global dimension gl.dimσ is defined to
be gl.dimP. The global dimension of a stability condition σ = (Z,P) is defined to be
gl.dimP. We say P (or σ) is gl.dim-reachable if there are φi such that
Hom(P(φ1),P(φ2)) 6= 0 and gl.dimP = φ2 − φ1.
For an algebra A, taking the canonical slicing PA on D
b(A) such that PA(0) = modA
and PA(0, 1) = ∅. Then we have gl.dimA = gl.dimPA. We have the following facts
(cf. [IQ1, Lem. 2.23]). For any triangulated category D,
• gl.dim is a continuous function on StabD.
• gl.dim is an invariant under the C-action and the action of AutD. Thus, we
have a function
gl.dim: C\StabD /Aut→ R≥0 ∪ {+∞}. (3.2)
For simplicity, we will write R≥0 to mean R≥0 ∪ {+∞}.
3.2. Totally (semi)stable. Recall the notion of totally (semi)stable, which is moti-
vated by [Q1, Conjecture 7.13] that due to Reineke.
Definition 3.2. [Q1] A stability condition σ on D is totally (semi)stable, if any inde-
composable object is (semi)stable w.r.t. σ.
Lemma 3.3. If gl.dim σ ≤ 1, then σ is semistable. Moreover, the inequality is strict,
then σ is stable.
Proof. Suppose that E ∈ IndD is not semistable, then it admits an HN-filtration
(2.1) for l > 1. So there is a triangle A1 → E → E
′ α−→ A1[1] such that α ∈
Hom(E′, A1[1]) is not trivial and E
′ admits a filtration with factors (A2, . . . , Al). There-
fore, Hom(Ak, A1[1]) 6= 0 for some 2 ≤ k ≤ l, which implies
gl.dim σ ≥ φσ(A1[1]) − φσ(Ak) = φ1 + 1− φk > 1. (3.3)
Thus the first assertion holds.
For the second assertion, take a semistable but not stable object E ∈ P(φ). Then
it admits a filtration with factors in P(φ) (i.e. all stable with phase φ). Applying the
same argument above we get the same calculation in (3.3) with ≥ 1 at the end, which
implies the second assertion. 
Lemma 3.4. If σ is semistable, then gl.dim σ ≤ 1. Moreover, if σ is stable and gl.dim-
reachable, then gl.dim σ < 1.
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Proof. Suppose that gl.dim > 1, then there are semistable objects E1 and E2[1] with
phase φi = φσ(Ei) such that
Hom(E1, E2[1]) 6= 0, φ2 − φ1 > 0.
Hence there is an object X sits in the triangle
E2 → X → E1
α
−→ E2[1] (3.4)
with α 6= 0. If X is indecomposable, then it admits an HN-filtration with factors E2
and E1 as φ2 > φ1. This contradicts the fact that any indecomposable is semistable.
Thus X is not in IndD. Let X =
⊕l
i=1Xi for Xi ∈ IndD and l > 1. If there exists j
such that
Hom(E2,Xj) 6= 0 and Hom(Xj , E1) 6= 0,
then φ2 ≤ φσ(Xj) ≤ φ1, which contradicts φ2 > φ1. Thus, we can assume that X
decompose into Y1⊕Y2 such that Hom(E2, Y1) = 0 and Hom(Y2, E1) = 0. Applying the
Octahedral Axiom we deduce that (3.4) splits with Yi ∼= Ei and α = 0, which is again a
contradiction. Thus we must have gl.dim ≤ 1. Similarly for the second statement. 
Combining the lemmas above, we have the following.
Proposition 3.5. σ is totally semistable if and only if gl.dim σ ≤ 1. Moreover, when
σ is gl.dim-reachable, then σ is totally stable if and only if gl.dim σ < 1.
3.3. Calabi-Yau case.
Definition 3.6. For a stability condition σ, we say an auto-equivalence Φ is σ-semistable
if Φ preserves σ-semistable objects. Moreover, we say φσ(Φ) exists and equals s ∈ R, if
it is σ-semistable and φσ(Φ(E)) − φσ(E) = s.
Clearly, the shift functor [1] is semistable w.r.t. any stability condition. Denote by
S the Serre functor of D (provided it exists), that is the auto-equivalence in AutD
satisfying
S : Hom(L,M)
∼
−→ Hom(M,S(L))∗. (3.5)
Proposition 3.7. Let σ ∈ StabD. If φσ(S) exists, then gl.dim σ = φσ(S).
Proof. Since
0 6= DHom(E,E) = Hom(E,S(E))
for any (semi)stable object E, we have
φσ(S(E))− φσ(E) = φσ(S),
which implies gl.dimσ ≥ φσ(S).
On the other hand, for any semistable objects E′ such that Hom(E,E′) 6= 0, we have
Hom(E′,S(E)) = DHom(E,E′) 6= 0,
which implies φσ(E
′) ≤ φσ(S(E)). Thus,
φσ(E
′)− φσ(E) ≤ φσ(S(E)) − φσ(E) = φσ(S)
and gl.dimσ ≤ φσ(S). This completes the proof. 
We have the following immediate consequence.
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Corollary 3.8. If D is Calabi-Yau-N for some integer N ≥ 1, i.e. S = [N ], then
φσ(S) = N for any σ. Thus gl.dim ≡ N on StabD.
Proof. Since φ(E[1]) = φ(E)+1, φσ(S) exists and equals N . Then the assertion follows
from the proposition above. 
4. Matrix factorization
4.1. Homotopy category of graded matrix factorizations. Let A be a weighted
graded polynomial ring
A : = C[x1, x2, · · · , xm], deg xi = ai (4.1)
with a1 ≥ a2 ≥ · · · ≥ am, and f ∈ A a homogeneous element of degree h, known as
superpotential such that (f = 0) ⊂ Cn has an isolated singularity at the origin. Denote
by P (k) the k-grading shifts of a graded A-module P = ⊕i∈ZPi, where P (k)i = Pi+k.
Definition 4.1. A graded matrix factorization of f is a Z2-graded complexes
P • : P 0
p1
−→ P 1
p1
−→ P 0(d) (4.2)
where P i are graded free A-modules of finite rank, pi are homomorphisms of graded
A-modules, such that following conditions:
p1 ◦ p0 = f · id, p0(d) ◦ p1 = f · id .
The category HMF(W ) is defined to be the homotopy category of graded matrix
factorizations of f : whose objects consist of Z2-graded complexes (4.2) and the set of
morphisms are given by the commutative diagrams of graded A-modules modulo null-
homotopic morphisms. The category HMF(W ) is a triangulated category where the
shift [1] of (4.2) is
P •[1] : P 1
−p1
−→ P 0(d)
−p0(d)
−−−−→ P 1(d) (4.3)
and the distinguished triangles are defined via the usual mapping cone constructions,
cf. [KST, To1]. The grade shift functor P • 7→ P •(1) induces the autoequivalence τ of
HMF(W ) such that
τh = [2]. (4.4)
Furthermore, There exists a Serre functor Sf on HMF(W ):
Sf = τ
−ε[m− 2] (4.5)
where ε is the Gorenstein index defined by
ε : =
m∑
i=1
ai − h ∈ Z. (4.6)
Remark 4.2. We reserve τ for Auslander-Reiten functor.
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4.2. Toda’s conjecture. For a graded matrix factorization (4.2), its image under ZG
is symbolically defined by
sTr(e2ipi/h : P • → P •). (4.7)
Here e2pii/h-action is given by the C∗-action on P • induced by the Z-grading on each P i,
and the ‘sTr′ means the super trace of e2pii/h-action which respects the Z/2Z-grading of
P • = P 0 ⊕ P 1.
Conjecture 4.3. There is a unique Gepner type stability condition
σG = (ZG,PG) ∈ StabHMF(f) (4.8)
with respect to (τ , 2/h), i.e.
τ(σ) =
2
h
· σ, (4.9)
up to C-action, where ZG is given by (4.7).
4.3. Dynkin case. In this section, we focus on m = 3, ε > 0 case where Kajiura-Saito-
Takahashi [KST] showed the following triangle equivalences and showed Conjecture 4.3
holds.
Let Q be a Dynkin quiver, i.e. the underlying diagram of Q is one of the following
graphs (with the labeling of the vertices)
An : 1 2 · · · n
Dn :
n− 1
1 2 · · · n− 2
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲
❤❤❤❤❤
n
E6,7,8 : 4
1 2 3 5 6 7 8
(4.10)
Let h = hQ is the Coxeter number, which is
hQ =


n+ 1, if Q if of type An;
2(n + 1), if Q if of type Dn;
12, 18, 30 if Q if of type E6, E7, E8 respectively.;
Denote by D∞(Q) = D
b(kQ) the bounded derived category of the path algebra kQ and
by τ its Auslander-Reiten functor. Let (x, y, z) = (x1, x2, x3), (a, b, c) = (a1, a2, a3).
Theorem 4.4. [KST] There are triangle equivalences
Φ: HMF(f) ∼= D∞(Q), (4.11)
for m = 3, ε > 0,
(a, b, c; h) =


(1, b, n + 1− b; n+ 1), Q = An(n ≥ 1, 1 ≤ b ≤ n);
(n− 2, 2, n − 1; s(n+ 1)), Q = Dn, (n ≥ 4);
(4, 3, 6; 12), Q = E6;
(6, 4, 9; 18), Q = E7;
(10, 6, 15; 30), Q = E8;
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and
f(x, y, z) =


xn+1 + yz, Q = An(n ≥ 1);
x2y + yn−1 + z2, Q = Dn, (n ≥ 4);
x3 + y4 + z2, Q = E6;
x3 + xy3 + z2, Q = E7;
x3 + y5 + z2, Q = E8;
Moreover, Φ(τ) = τ−1, the Serre functor in D∞(Q) is
S = [1] ◦ τ with τh = [−2]⇔ Sh = [h− 2]. (4.12)
and Conjecture 4.3 holds.
We proceed to calculate the image of the global dimension function (3.2) on StabD∞(Q).
Lemma 4.5. For D∞(Q), we have gl.dimσG = cdQ, where
cdQ = 1−
2
h
. (4.13)
Proof. Since τ(σG) = (−2/h) · σG, we have S(σG) = cdQ ·σG, which implies that
φσG(S) = cdQ. Then the lemma follows from Proposition 3.7. 
Next, we calculate the image of gl.dim for D∞(Q). Note that as IndD∞(Q)/[1] is
finite, gl.dim σ < +∞ for any σ.
Theorem 4.6. The range of gl.dim on C\StabD∞(Q)/Aut is [cdQ,+∞) Moreover,
σG is the unique minimal point, with value cdQ, of gl.dim.
Proof. First we show that for any σ ∈ StabD∞(Q), gl.dim σ ≥ cdQ. Consider σ ∈
C\StabD∞(Q)/Aut with gl.dim σ ≤ cdQ (which exists by Lemma 4.5). By Proposi-
tion 3.5, any indecomposable object is semistable. For any E ∈ IndD∞(Q), we have
Hom(Si−1(E),Si(E)) 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , h.
Thus we have
h · gl.dim σ ≥
∑h
i=1
(
φσ(S
i(E))− φσ(S
i−1(E))
)
= φσ(S
h(E))) − φσ(E)
= φσ(E[h− 2])) − φσ(E)
= h− 2,
where we use (4.12). Hence we deduce that gl.dim σ = cdQ. Moreover, we have φσ(S) =
cdQ. Combining with the fact any indecomposable is semistable, we deduce that σ
satisfies the Gepner equation (2.2) with parameter (τ,−2/h). This forces σ to be σG,
up to C-action. Thus the minimal value of gl.dim is cdQ and it is achieved by a unique
stability conditions in C\StabD∞(Q).
Note that gl.dim is continuous and StabD∞(Q) is connected, we only need to show
that there exists σ with gl.dim σ arbitrary big. This follows from the following facts
• a heart H in D∞(Q) and a central charge Z on its simples with values in the
upper half plane
H = {r exp(ipiθ) | r ∈ R>0, 0 ≤ θ < 1} ⊂ C.
determine a stability condition σ.
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x = 1− gl.dim σ
y
0 1
l+
l−
•
2
3
−∞ •◦
Figure 1. C\StabDb(A2)/Aut
• By definition, an arrow S
d
−→ S′ with degree d in the Ext-quiver of a heart H
corresponds to an element of a basis of Hom(S, S′[k]). Thus,
gl.dim σ ≥ φσ(S
′[k])− φσ(S) > k − 1
for any σ with heart H.
• Recall from [KQ, Def. 3.7 and Def. 5.11] there is the notion of iterated simple
(HRS-)tilting. By [KQ, Thm. 5.9] and [Q1, Thm A.6] one can iterated forward
tilt a simple of any heart in D∞(Q). Hence the corresponding Ext quiver of the
heart H can have arbitrary large degrees.

Example 4.7. In the case when Q is A2 quiver, the description of StabD
b(A2) is
explicit in [BQS, Q0]. The shadow area in Figure 1 is the fundamental domain for
C\StabDb(A2)/Aut. Note that the ratio of the central charges of two of the semistable
objects equals epiiz for z = x+ yi and
l± = {z | x ∈ (
1
2
,
2
3
], ypi = ∓ ln(−2 cos xpi)}
are the boundaries. And we have the formula to calculate gl.dim σ via x-axis in the
fundamental domain:
x = 1− gl.dimσ.
5. Hereditary triangulated categories
A triangulated category D is hereditary, i.e. it admits a heart H such that
Hom≥2(H,H) = 0. (5.1)
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We call H a hereditary heart of D. The following is straightforward.
Lemma 5.1. Let H be a hereditary heart of D. If H is finite/algebraic (i.e. a length
category with finitely many simples), then the minimal value of gl.dim on
C\StabD /Aut
is less or equal than 1.
Proof. Take a stability condition σ = (Z,P) with heart H = P(0, 1], such that the
central charge Z(S) is negative real number for any simple S ∈ SimH. In other words,
we have
H = P(1).
Then (5.1) implies gl.dim σ ≤ 1 noticing that
P(φ) 6= ∅ ⇐⇒ φ ∈ Z.

5.1. Acyclic quiver case.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that Q is an acyclic quiver, which is not of Dynkin/finite type.
Then the range of gl.dim on C\StabD∞(Q)/Aut is [1,+∞).
Proof. D∞(Q) admits a hereditary heart HQ : = modkQ, which is finite/algebraic. By
Lemma 5.1, we see that min gl.dim ≤ 1. Now suppose that gl.dim σ ≤ 1 for some σ ∈
StabD∞(Q). By Proposition 3.5, every indecomposable is semistable. However, whenQ
is not of Dynkin type, there are indecomposable objects with non-trivial self-extension,
which implies gl.dim ≥ 1. Thus, gl.dim σ = 1. Any value in (1,+∞) is reachable is
similar to the proof in Theorem 4.6. What is left to show is that gl.dim σ < +∞ for
any σ.
Let σ = (Z,P) ∈ StabD∞(Q) with heart H = P(0, 1]. There exists an integer
L >> 1 such that any simple of HQ and hence HQ is in P(−L,L). Then we deduce
that H ∩HQ[L
′] = ∅ for integer |L′| ≥ L. As
IndD∞(Q) =
⋃
m∈Z
IndHQ[m],
we deduce that
H ⊂ 〈HQ[m] | |m| < L〉.
Thus
Hom>2L(H,H) = 0,
which implies gl.dimσ < 2L. 
5.2. Kronecker quiver case. Notice that we have a derived equivalence
Db(cohP1) ∼= D∞(Q) (5.2)
for Q be the Kronecker quiver K2 (two vertices with double arrows between them).
The following description of gl.dim on StabDb(cohP1) is explicit, which is indepen-
dently observed by Yu-Wei Fan. We essentially use the calculation of Okada [Ok].
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K0
x
y
0
k1
k0
1
∞ 1
pi
ln 1
0
1
pi
ln 2
1
1
pi
ln 3
2
...
−∞
1
pi
ln 0
1
1
pi
ln 1
2
1
pi
ln 2
3
...
Figure 2. A fundamental domain K0 for
(
C\StabDb(cohP1)
)
/Z
Similar to A2 case (cf. Figure 1), we have the following fundamental domain K0 for
C\StabDb(cohP1)/Aut (cf. [Q0, § 7.5.2]). Note that the ratio of the central charges
of two of the semistable objects (simples in modkQ ⊂ D∞(Q)) equals e
piiz and{
k1 = {z = x+ yi | x ∈ (
1
2 , 1), ypi = ln(− cos xpi),
k0 = {z = x+ yi | x ∈ (
1
2 , 1), ypi = − ln(− cos xpi).
(5.3)
One can calculate the following, which is due to Yu-Wei Fan.
Lemma 5.3. gl.dim−1(1) ⊂ K0 is exactly the area in Figure 2 bounded by k0, k1 and
y-axis. Outside this area, x-axis gives 1− gl.dim. Thus we have
gl.dim = max{1− x, 1}.
6. q-stability conditions on Calabi-Yau-X categories
Let DX be a triangulated category with a distinguish auto-equivalence
X : DX → DX .
We will write E[lX] instead of Xl(E) for l ∈ Z and E ∈ DX. Set
R = Z[q±1]
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and define the R-action on K(DX) by
qn · [E] := [E[nX]].
ThenK(DX) has anR-module structure. Denote by AutDX the group of auto-equivalences
of DX that commute with X.
Denote by HomZ
2
the full Hom w.r.t. two shifts [Z] and [ZX].
6.1. Calabi-Yau-X categories from quivers. For an acyclic quiver Q, denote by
ΓXQ the Calabi-Yau-X Ginzburg differential Z
2-graded algebra of Q, that is constructed
as follows (cf. [IQ1] and [K, Sec. 7.2]):
• Let Q be the graded quiver whose vertex set is Q0 and whose arrows are: the
arrows in Q with degree (0, 0); an arrow a∗ : j → i with degree (2,−1) for each
arrow a : i → j in Q; a loop e∗ : i → i with degree (1,−1) for each vertex e in
Q.
• The underlying graded algebra of ΓXQ is the completion of the graded path
algebra kQ in the category of graded vector spaces with respect to the ideal
generated by the arrows of Q.
• The differential of ΓXQ is the unique continuous linear endomorphism homo-
geneous of degree (1, 0) which satisfies the Leibniz rule and takes the following
values on the arrows of Q
d
∑
e∈Q0
e∗ =
∑
a∈Q1
[a, a∗].
Write DX(Q) for Dfd(modΓXQ), the finite dimensional derived category of ΓXQ, which
admits the Serre functor X that corresponds to grading shift of (0, 1).
Note that there is a full faithful embedding
L : D∞(Q)→ DX(Q),
induced from the projection ΓXQ → kQ, which is an Lagrangian immersion, in the
sense that
RHomDX(Q)(L(L),L(M)) = RHomD∞(Q)(L,M)⊕DRHomD∞(Q)(M,L)[−X], (6.1)
Moreover, L also induces an R-isomorphism
L∗ : K(DX(Q)) ∼=R K(D∞(Q))⊗R = R
n, (6.2)
where the simple kQ-modules provide a Z-basis for K(D∞(Q)) ∼= Z
n and the simple
ΓXQ-modules provide an R-basis for K(DX(Q)).
By abuse of notation, we will not distinguish objects in D∞(Q) and their images in
DX(Q) (under the fixed canonical Lagrangian immersion L).
6.2. q-Stability conditions. We recall q-stability conditions from [IQ1].
Definition 6.1 (Ikeda-Qiu). Suppose thatD is a triangulated category with Grothendieck
group K(DX) ∼=R R
n. An q-stability condition consists of a (Bridgeland) stability con-
dition σ = (Z,P) on DX and a complex number s ∈ C, satisfying
X(σ) = s · σ, (6.3)
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w.r.t. a complex number s. We may write σ[X] for X(σ). Denote by QStabsDX,
the space of q-stability conditions consisting of (σ, s) with X-support property ([IQ1,
Def. 2.8]).
We have the following results.
Proposition 6.2. [IQ1, Thm. 2.10] The projection map defined by taking central charges
piZ : QStabsDX −→ HomR(K(DX),Cs), (Z,P) 7→ Z (6.4)
is a local isomorphism of topological spaces. In particular, pi induces a complex structure
on QStabsDX.
Theorem 6.3. [IQ1, Thm. 2.25] Let σ = (Z,P) be a stability condition on StabD∞(Q)
and s ∈ C satisfies
Re(s) ≥ gl.dim σ + 1.
Then L induces an q-stability condition (σLs , s) such that σ
L
s = (Z
L
s ,P
L
s ) is constructed
• ZLs = qs ◦
(
Z ⊗ 1
)
: K(DX(Q)) → C (recall that we have (6.2)), where qs is the
specialization
qs : C[q, q
−1]→ C, q 7→ eipis.
• PLs (φ) = 〈P(φ + kRe(s))[kX] | k ∈ Z〉.
As we have calculate the image of gl.dim on StabD∞(Q) in Theorem 4.6, a direct
corollary is the following.
Corollary 6.4. Let Q be a Dynkin quiver and Re(s) ≥ cdQ+1. Then QStabsDX(Q)
is non-empty.
In particular, for any Re(s) ≥ cdQ+1, denote by σ
L
G,s the induced q-stability condition
in QStabDX(Q) from the Gepner point σG ∈ StabD∞(Q) with gl.dimσG = cdQ. In the
rest of this section, we shall prove that σLG,s is a Gepner point of the s-fiber QStabsDX
of QStabDX, in the sense that it satisfies one more Gepner equation (2.2) other than
(6.3).
6.3. Center of the braid group.
Definition 6.5. [BrSa] Denote by Br(Q) the braid group (a.k.a Artin group) associated
to a Dynkin quiver Q, which admits the following presentation
Br(Q) = 〈bi, i ∈ Q0 | Co(bi, bj), no arrows between i and j ;
Br(bj , bk), ∃! arrow between i and j〉.
where Co(a, b) means the commutation relation ab = ba and Br(a, b) means the braid
relation aba = bab.
Provided the labeling of vertices as in (4.10), it is known that zQ = ζ
δQhQ
Q generates
of the center of the braid group Br(Q), where
ζQ = bn ◦ ... ◦ b1, (6.5)
δQ =
{
1, if Q is of type An,D2l+1, E6;
1/2, if Q is of type D2l, E7, E8.
(6.6)
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Definition 6.6. An object S in a CY-X category D is (X-)spherical if
HomZ
2
(S, S) = k⊕ k[−X]
and induces a twist functor φS ∈ AutD, such that
ΨS(X) = Cone
(
S ⊗HomZ
2
(S,X)→ X
)
with inverse
Ψ−1S (X) = Cone
(
X → S ⊗HomZ
2
(X,S)∨
)
[−1].
.
In the case when DX(Q) = Dfd(ΓXQ), any simple Si for i ∈ Q0 in the canonical
heart
HXQ : = modΓXQ.
is spherical and the spherical twist group is
STX(Q) : = 〈ΨSi | i ∈ Q0〉 ⊂ AutDX(Q).
We have the following.
Theorem 6.7. [IQ1, Thm. 5.4] There is a canonical isomorphism Br(Q) ∼= STX(Q),
sending the standard generators to the standard ones.
Thus the generator ζQ of Z(Br(Q)) becomes
ζLQ = ΨSn ◦ · · · ◦ΨS1 .
6.4. X-Auslander-Reiten functor. First, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 6.8. L induces an injection L∗ : AutD∞(Q) → AutDX(Q) that fits into the
commutative diagram
D∞(Q)
Φ //
L

D∞(Q)
L

DX(Q)
L∗(Φ) // DX(Q).
Proof. By Kozsul duality,
D∞(Q) = Dfd(kQ) ∼= perEQ,
where
EQ = RHomD∞(Q)(SQ, SQ)
is the differential graded endomorphism algebra for SQ =
⊕
Si. Similarly, we have
DX(Q) = Dfd(ΓXQ) ∼= perE
X
Q,
where
E
X
Q = RHom
Z2
DX(Q)
(SQ, SQ)
is the differential Z2-graded endomorphism algebra. Then any auto-equivalence Φ in
AutD∞(Q) maps EQ to another dg endomorphism algebra
Φ(EQ) = RHom
Z2
DX(Q)
(Φ(SQ),Φ(SQ))
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that Φ can be realized as perEQ → perΦ(EQ). After applying L that passes to DX(Q),
we obtain an auto-equivalence
L∗(Φ): perE
X
Q → perL∗
(
Φ(EXQ)
)
.
Finally, if L∗(Φ) = id preserves Si in DX(Q) (and the Hom between them), then Φ
preserves them in D∞(Q), which must be identity. 
Now, let τL
X
= L∗(τ) ∈ AutDX(Q). We have the following.
Proposition 6.9. Let Q be a Dynkin quiver. Then
τLX = [X− 2] ◦ ζ
L
Q (6.7)
satisfying (τL
X
)h = [−2].
Proof. This is the Calabi-Yau-X version of the calculation, for Calabi-Yau-N case, in
the proof of [Q0, Prop. 6.4.1], noticing that the assumption there, the isomorphism
Br(Q) ∼= STN (Q) has been proved in [QW] and is upgraded to Calabi-Yau-X version in
Theorem 6.7. 
Recall we have a Gepner point σG = (ZG,PG) on StabD∞(Q) and it induces an
q-stability condition (σLG,s, s) for Re(s) ≥ cdQ+1, where σ
L
G,s = (Z
L
s ,P
L
s ) is constructed
in Theorem 6.3.
Theorem 6.10. σLG,s ∈ QStabsDX(Q) satisfies the Gepner equation
τLX (σ) = (−
2
h
) · σ (6.8)
for Re(s) ≥ cdQ+1.
Proof. As τL
X
is induced from τ via L, we have τL
X
= τ ⊗R on the Grotendieck groups.
Thus, for the central charge we have
ZLG,s ◦ τ
L
X
= (qs ◦ (ZG ⊗R)) ◦ τ
L
X
= qs ◦
(
(ZG ⊗R) ◦ τ
L
X
)
= qs ◦ ((ZG ◦ τ)⊗R)
= qs ◦
(
(e2pii/h · ZG)⊗R
)
= e2pii/h ·
(
qs ◦ (ZG ⊗R)
)
= e2pii/h · ZLG,s,
where we use the Gepner property of σG that ZG ◦ τ = e
2pii/h · ZG. For the slicing, we
have τL
X
(P) = τ(P) (recall that we identify P(φ) ⊂ D∞(Q) with its image in DX(Q)
under L) and hence
τL
X
(
PLG,s(φ)
)
=
〈
τ
(
P(φ− kRe(s))
)
[kX] | k ∈ Z
〉
=
〈
P(−2/h)(φ− kRe(s))[kX] | k ∈ Z
〉
= (PLG,s)(−2/h)(φ)
where we use the Gepner property of σG that τ(P) = P(−2/h). Thus σ
L
G,s satisfies
(6.8) 
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Remark 6.11. A reachable Lagrangian immersion L′, by definition, is of the form
L′ = Υ ◦ L for Υ ∈ AutDX(Q). By the construction in Theorem 6.3, we have
σL
′
G,s = Υ ◦ σ
L
G,s,
which solves the equation
τL
′
X (σ) = (−
2
h
) · σ,
for
τL
′
X = (L
′)∗(τ) = Υ ◦ τ
L
X ◦Υ
−1.
Therefore, all such Gepner points σL
′
G,s correspond to the same point in C\StabDX(Q)/Aut.
7. Further studies
In this section, we propose couple of conjectures and questions.
7.1. Dynkin case. Let Q be a Dynkin quiver.
Conjecture 7.1. Consider gl.dim as a function on C\StabD∞(Q). gl.dim
−1[cdQ, s]
is contractible to C · σG for any Re(s) ≥ cdQ.
A much wild guess is the following.
Question 7.1. Is the function gl.dim a Morse function on C\StabD∞(Q)/Aut?
It is also interesting to consider the stability conditions such that every indecompos-
able is stable. Such a subspace of StabD∞(Q) is closely related to the fundamental
domain of StabDfd(Γ2Q) for the Calabi-Yau-2 case (or Kleinian singularities), cf. [B2].
Question 7.2. Describe gl.dim−1[cdQ, 1].
Question 7.3. Find all solutions of all possible Gepner equations for StabD∞(Q) and
for QStabsDX(Q).
Question 7.4. Determine when QStabsDX(Q) is empty for Re(s) < cdQ+1.
7.2. Calabi-Yau case.
Question 7.5. Recall that if D is a Calabi-Yau-N category, then gl.dim StabD ≡ N .
This is not surprising in the sense that the Calabi-Yau property is an uniform condition.
But we can ask the following. Can we modify the function gl.dim on a Calabi-Yau
property so that it reflects how stable a stability condition is? An obvious choice is the
following.
gl.dimP = sup{φ2 − φ1 | Hom(M1,M2) 6= 0,Mi ∈ IndP(φi) and M1 6=M2[k]∀k ∈ Z}.
7.3. Coherent sheaves on Pn. Let Db(cohPn) be the derived category of coherent
sheaves on Pn for some n ≥ 1. Recall that for n = 1, we have (5.2).
We have the following conjecture.
Conjecture 7.2. The minimal value of gl.dim on StabDb(cohPn) is n.
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7.4. Other case.
Question 7.6. Let Q be an acyclic quiver. Describe gl.dim−1(1).
Question 7.7. Describe the relation between gl.dim and Gepner equations of spaces
of stability conditions in general.
Question 7.8. Calculate the image (or the minimal value) of gl.dim on the space of
stability conditions of
• a matrix factorization category, cf. [KST, KST2, To1, To2, To3];
• a topological Fukaya category in the sense of [HKK].
Denote the minimal value by cd. Calculate gl.dim−1(cd).
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